Maymester in China!
2015 Purdue Maymester in China!

SA 10303 “Intercultural Teamwork”
See the other side of the world for yourself!

- 3 credits, ME 497, MSE 497, or FLL 490
- Cost is about $3000, reflecting $1K Purdue travel awards for every short course participant!
- Cost is the same, or in some cases less, as staying on campus for Maymester to complete three academic credits!
- Program fee covers: all transportation (including roundtrip flights US/CHINA), all housing, and almost all meals!
- Program fee includes cost of three Purdue academic credits
- Students say...“Best course I have had at Purdue”!
- “This course changed how I look at the world!”

Apply by by by March 9, 2015!
Email dla@purdue.edu or visit Purdue Study Abroad Website